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She lost the series. She evacuated with her
family to a new settlement on Aquidneck I s l and , in
Rhode Island. When her husband died there two years
later she moved to City Island on Long Is l and Sound
just northeast of the border of New York c i ty , where
she was killed at the age of 43 in a Pequot I nd i an
raid.
I am convinced that without clearly understood
bounds of acceptable behavior, no society or section of
society can avoid disintegration. The loss of such
bounds today in sexual behavior, and TV and street
violence, and political language undermines the health
and stability of both family life and public life.
Nevertheless breaking the mold can have positive value
when doing so helps to extend the borders of human
freedom, be that for the handicapped or women or
minorities or unemployed or whatever.
I was amazed with the discovery of my ancestor now I know why I am proud of her. But I am not at all
sure why my mother was.
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1

My
fir st lieutenant Army Medical
Corp. arr '
of 1941 and indicated that I
would enter
at Fort Devens, Massachusetts
on January 5 ,
as a pretty sorry candidate
for .ilitary
I drove up to the front gate ot
Fort Devens ,
ed to make every mistake in the
book. Fi rst ,
ett-handed I saluted the MP with
my left band ,
inq hi s complete disdain and
disgust. He strong y advised me to keep my windows
open because guards posted along the roads on the post
were ordered to s oot if any vehicle tailed to stop on
their co
I al ost froze to death trying to find
the New station Hospital where I was to report. When I
finally found the ottice of the C010ne1 commanding, I
again did everything wrong. I walked into his office
without saluting and without taking off my hat. My
great coat was unbuttoned and when I tried to extend my
orders, I dropped them. The Colonel, after proceeding
with the ini a1 details of getting me listed, turned
to a Second Lieutenant and told him that I needed help
learning how to act in the Army. Appropriate
indoctrination was accomplished in an hour or so.

As far as duty assignments were concerned I was
given the choice of becoming an ENT specialist or a
Laboratory Officer. Having had minimum ENT training, I
chose the latter and thereafter reported to the Major
who ran the laboratory. This man, I learned, was both
dishonest and stupid. He was always coming up with
some brilliant idea for his staff to carry out in his
name.
The first of these was a well intentioned effort
to relieve the shortage of shoes for new recruits in
basic training.
e
jor found a large supply of
s~o~s which ~a~ been issued previously to the citizens'
Mllltary Tralnlng corps. He presented me with a dozen
pai:- and an order to f '
a way of sterilizing them for
r~-lssue.
As the 0
y
ternative open to me I
flna~lr cut ~e sh~ . t o pieces and soaked them for
speclfled perlods 1n var '
concentrations of phenol
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solution. Having identified the minimum strengt~ that
would prevent bacterial growth in any of the med~a
available I recorded the results and sent them to the
Major. I'had no idea of what the residual phenol would
do to the sweaty feet of soldiers, but my superior
became very excited and asked to see my cultures. When
I produced these he smeared the grease pencil labels on
the tubes so that they were unreadable and then
reconstructed my tables and graphs to eliminate any
unwelcome deviations from what he wanted my crude
experiments to demonstrate.
I refused any further
connection with the experiment, incurring his lasting
displeasure.
I do not believe the same individual had any
intention of doing me a favor when he told me to take
two enlisted men and visit each Post Exchange each week
to collect samples of the three point two beer that had
recently been made available. There was a persistent
rumor that the alcohol content of some brands was
greater than that of others and the Army wanted
sUbstantiation. It only took a few cubic centimeters
of beer to test the alcohol content by the method
available.
In spite of this fact, the men in my
enlisted detail kept increasing the size of the
specimen bottles and vied with each other to be chosen
to go with me on sampling rounds. Although the
laboratory refrigerators got pretty full of beer at
times, the Commanding Officer raised no objections.
Further, it is fair to say that I became quite popular
with my enlisted friends and that beer testing became
the most pleasant duty I performed while stationed at
Fort Devens.
Apparently the Airforce was so desperate for
physicians at this early point in the war that some of
its Medical Officers were empowered to visit other
military installations and recruit from either the Army
or Navy anyone who agreed to a change. A pediatrician
from Louisiana appeared in the lab one morning and
talked to me about shifting. At that point I had
become so tired of responding to the ridiculous
projects of the Laboratory Director, that I agreed to
~pply for tr~nsfer.
Within a very few days orders came
~n from Wash~ngton transferring me to the Airforce and
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assigning
Randolph
carried

of the CO
at Fort
reported to

f Aviation Medicine at
ore these orders could be
to obtain the endorsement
t the New station Hospital
. ing much about it I
office the next morning.

e
promptly and was conducted in
an effici
- Lke manner. Logically the
Colonel as
ted to transfer, and I naively
told hia
y the Major and I did not get
along.
t he would have all pertinent
records sent
ediately for review.
Unfortunate y,
already destroyed the skin test
evidence of
allergi c reactions which the Major
had ordered
record, since this evidence could
have disqua lified e for military service. The Major
had been threatening me with these dire consequences if
I did not folIo his sometimes unethical instructions
implicitly.
erefore I suggested that perhaps some of
the records the Colonel wanted had been lost. The
glance that he gave me was one I shall never forget and
seemed to last for a very long time. Finally, the
Colonel simply said that I was to have my application
in his office at 0800 hours the next morning.
It was
less than a week later that War Department orders
arrived transferring me to Randolph Field. I will
always be grateful for the manner in which the Colonel
handled my indiscretion.
Randolph Field was the Headquarters for the Gulf
Coast Flight Training Command, but was also the home of
the School of Aviation Medicine, Commanded by Brigadier
General Eugene Reinartz. He thought my family must
have powerful friends in Washington because of my
transfer orders, and decided to keep me around,
assigning e to the High Altitude Training Unit.
Within three or four weeks of beginning this
assignment, the Kajor commanding it was transferred to
Washington and I was left in charge. Within four or
five days I had a call from the General asking me if I
was fully prepared to start five days in the future.
Twelve PhD physiologists , all previous members of
medical school faculties were to report to me a
neophyte who had just co leted residency training in
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Pediatrics. When they arrived, the physiologists and I
decided to spend the first week collecting manuals and
other sources of information on "aviation physiology",
and agreed to identify areas which each of us could
handle. Our planning worked out very well until the
beginning of the third week when the General expressed
his great concern at not having seen my small group
drilling. I was to correct this grievous error
immediately and make drill a daily activity. I had not
previously had military training of any type, so turned
to a young man from Wisconsin, a Corporal, who figured
he could help eliminate the problem. I was to callout
the student body the next morning, have them fall in
and then turn to the Corporal and order him to take
over the drill. My voice of command lacked so much
authority that the situation became ludicrous, but
drill had been started and the General was satisfied.
Before the first Aviation Physiology course had been
completed a fine, assertive physiologist from
pennsylvania arrived to take over, and I was "promoted
to Assistant Director of Research".
One morning in 1944 I had an idea while thinking
about the limited number of human subjects we had for
experiments on such problems as air sickness, cockpit
design, intelligence testing under conditions of some
hypoxia, possible reactions to drugs such as
sulfonamides, which we could be almost certain would be
used in combating venereal disease, etc. At the San
Antonio Aviation Cadet Center (SAACC) there were about
twenty to thirty thousand young men who had passed the
"64" final physical examination for flying and who were
awaiting admission to air crew training. Why not
arrange for some of them to meet our needs? About 30
minutes later I was in the sidecar of a motorcycle
driven by a "buck sergeant". During the ride we tried
to figure out the best approach to our problem. My
sergeant strongly suggested that we work through noncommissioned officers who were in command of the
"flights" of trainees. without exception each of these
non-coms saw the importance of what we were trying to
do and, furthermore, knew how to reach our objective.
They arranged through the mess sergeants for the cadets
to be fed when they came to Randolph Field. The
sergeants in charge of the motor pools transported the
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. e t esting vehicles which had
i ces. Soon we were testing
everything seemed dandy. In
~L~~er, parents were calling
y we were using fine young
guinea pigs". Thereafter, I
each newly arrived group of
eir consent to participate in our
ei r acquiescence was not
a ing y brief presentation the flight
sergeants
e i t clear that there were always
a l te rna te assi
ents if individuals did not want to
e ngag e in special duty at Randolph. There were the
rock piling deta il s , extra drill periods, clearing
weeds f r o the area using the well known "idiot
st i c k s ", or h e l ping out on the flight lines in such
tasks as cl e ani ng windshields for a few hours. They
all signed wi thout objection, and since we did not
expose any o f them to significant risk, my conscience
was ent i re l y clear. Subsequently, we found that this
program had probably been the reason that the Material
Command , operating out of Dayton, Ohio, was unable to
take over the research program of the School of
Aviation Med i cine. Also, I was told later that I could
not have been moved out of Randolph Field with a
Sherman tank, after I had arranged for the human
subjects.
What could have been my most important
contribution during World War II came too late in that
conflict to be utilized. I had been interviewing a
group of pilots who had been shot down in the South
Pacific theater , but had been rescued. They had all
reported to me that their survival kits had not
included a ny p aper f or writing notes, starting fires,
or to be u sed f or b iological purposes. One day when
there was t oo li t tl e t o do I thought of the folded
toilet tissue s that we re delivered from a container in
the wa ll of restrooms. A hotel supply store in San
Antonio was happy to supply me with samples of the
produ c t ~d I . pro pt~y . s~rt ed to seek appropriate ways
of packaging i t. utllizing a new material called
" ce ll ophane ," wh ich was just c oming on the market I
fi na lly c ame up wi th a package very similar to th~t
deve l oped by the Kleen e x Co pany after the War. The
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next morning I offered it to Colonel Campbell, more or
less as a joke. To my amazement he insisted that the
idea be presented as a formal research project and
forwarded to the Office of the Air Surgeon General.
Equally amazing was information from officers I knew
who were serving in the Office of the Air Surgeon that
"Grulee's Secret Weapon" with the attached endorsements
was some of the best reading that came out of the War.
Compared to the duty assignments of ma.n y of my
friends, I was lucky and had had some really
interesting experiences.
Clifford G. Grulee Jr.

2

Coke Heat
Jack was the youngest of six siblings. Jack was
not his real name. He had been dubbed "Jack" by his
oldest sister, Louise, who was the family matriarch.
Their parents, German immigrants, had arrived in the
United states from Munich, Germany, in about 1880. The
family lived in the Over the Rhine area, then a solid
working class German community. Their father eked out
a living as a woodcarver and furniture maker. By the
time Jack entered school his two oldest siblings had
"graduated" from the fourth grade of public school and
had entered the blue collar labor market. Although all
the members of this family were quite bright, Jack
excelled in school. A family decision guided by Louise
demanded that at least one member of the family go to
college and that the rest of the family support this
effort in whatever was necessary. Jack, the best
student, was chosen as this person. He subsequently
graduated from Woodward High School as an honor student
in 1908 and from the University of Cincinnati with a
degree in Education in 1912. During his college years,
in order to cover expenses, he held several part time
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jobs. In
the faai y

. ed f inancial support from

His career as a teacher
a tor was interrupted by a
tour in
in 1918.
He married his
fiancee
ceremony while in training
a t Ca..IIp
' cothe, Ohio, just prior to
begin sh ·
as a sergeant attached to a
machine gun
He arrived back in the states
uninjured
d r esumed his career in public
education.
arrived - a daughter in 1923 and a
son, the a
paper, in 1926. He and his
family
~ed
e y purchased house in Westwood in
1928. They ere
ing u p in the world.
The rest of
the f i1y ent separate ways but eventually reunited
in cincinnati.
and a

pub •

Emilene ,
e second oldest, married and moved to
Ne w York.
"1 .arTied and moved to Detroit.
Rob,
Louise and Pritz remai ned in cinc i nnati. By the mid
1 9 30's family traged ies and loss of jobs during the
Dep ress ion had taken their toll and the family drifted
back together with the exception of Jack who had his
own family and home in Westwood. For two decades from the id 30's t hrough the mid 50's - it was family
trad ition that Jack and his family would visit nearly
every Sunday evening with the other members of the
fam ily, now reunited in a large house on west McMillan
street. I remember some of the discussions about
pol itics, the Depression, and home brewed beer. I
reme mbe r the aroma of home baked bread and the flavor
of t h e home baked kuchen. From time to time the adults
would launch into c onversations in pigeon German meant
t o k e ep my sister and me from understanding. But
ne ither my sister nor I missed very much of the content
o f the "confidential" c onversations. As I watched and
listened, I bec e aware of the strength and charm of
the German personality. I can remember the early
conversations about the bes t way to heat one's home and
the discussions about whethe r coke or coal gave more
heat. My father was finally able to convince his
oldest sister Louise
at coke was in fact hotter
cleane r and ore efficient than coal. Reluctant1~, and
only after s~rong ~ressure from her college-educated
brother, Lou~se sw~tcbed to burning coke in her
furnace.
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Some time in the late 1930's and with a good deal
of encouragement from my mother, our hand-stoked coke
furnace was replaced with a gas conversion burner which
served quite nobly in warming our house regardless of
the outside temperature and with no mess. Later this
conversion furnace was replaced with a bona fide gas
furnace with a thermostat and a blower. Louise, the
stubborn oldest sister and family leader, never could
adjust well to change, and this shift in the family's
policy about how to heat one's home angered her. She
had enough trouble adjusting from coal to coke, but now
to make another adjustment from coke to gas seemed an
outrage. She, therefore, concluded that coke heat was
much varaer than gas heat, and no force on earth would
move her from that position. She did not consent.
When I was in high school the debates regarding how to
heat one's home continued. Coke, it seems always won - Louise insisted on it. She never budged.
The discussions about coke and coal and gas abated
somewhat but I knew that the feud had not been settled.
One Sunday afternoon in the mid 50's on a relatively
warm day in November, the family gathered at my parents
home in Westwood instead of on McMillan Street. The
matter of heating with gas versus coke again had come
to the surface at the previous Sunday gathering and it
was clear that the real battle was Louise against Jack,
no doubt about it. This was to be the family Battle of
the Bulge, Okinawa, Iwo Jima, and the Argonne Forest
all rolled into one.
I had recently married and my wife and I were the
first to arrive for the family dinner. As we entered
the house I was stunned by the heat. I looked around
and the curtains were blowing and the window shades
were actually flapping from the movement of air through
the house. I didn't immediately understand what was
happening. We hung our coats and sweaters on a hall
coat rack. Then Louise and the others arrived. I
relieved Louise of a coat, a shawl, and a sweater and
escorted her to the sofa in the living room. My father
peeked out from the kitchen and a moment later arrived
in the living room with a smile that spread from ear to
ear. He was going to win the battle with Louise. He
served a tray full of drinks and disappeared again. A
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noise was
ent. The furnace fan
was emitt '
sound -- "Aoooh", Aoooh!.
I e xcused
t and looked in the dining
room at
e
· t was turned to 90°. It
fi na lly da
' s was going to be the final
battl e to
t as good as coke for
heating,
' s day would settle the
fe ud.
I
gbt on to the same things and
c e rtainly
e r promptly. After no more
than four
, maybe ten, as we sipped a
cocktail
a pretzel or a cracker, Louise
hoisted berse
er fe et, crossed the living room,
and went to
rack where she had hung her shawl
a nd s weater.
pped the shawl around her neck and
began slipp '
eater on with my assistance. My
f a ther s tood
e doo rway between the living room and
dining roo
ith a shocked look on his face. As Louise
tot t e r ed back to the sofa to resume her previous seat,
she looked up at y father with sweat rolling down her
brow and down her n e c k and daintily said, "Jack, it's a
l i tt l e chilly in your house."
I thought at f irst my father would explode.
However , in four o r five seconds he regained composure.
Later I s t e pped out into the kitchen just to see how
things we r e going. Father shrugged his shoulders and
smiled.
The the rmos t at was turned
house returne d to normal. And
discuss i o n s about h eating with
s i bl ings had silently declared

down; the heat in the
there were no future
coke or gas. The
a truce.

Herbert C. Flessa

3

Deci sions
In the 1970' s ,
all silvery but very bony fish
cal l ed a l e wives ma d e their way through the st. Lawrence
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seaway to our Great Lakes. These little fi s h , which
are good only for fish and cat food, prospered to such
a degree that when there was an alewife d i e-of f each
year, the Michigan and other Great Lake beaches were
strewn with smelly dead fish, sometimes to a depth of
six inches. Protests from beach lovers were deafening.
The Department of Natural Resources sprang into action.
Coho and Chinook salmon were imported to feed on the
alewives and to clean up the mess. The plan succeeded.
Additionally, the salmon contributed tremendously to
the Great Lakes sport fishery. As trophy fish made
their appearance, nature began to insert its checks and
balances. Alewives began to disappear and larger four
year old salmon on their northward spawning run
developed a new and devastating bacterial kidney
infection, for which fish doctors had no cure. The
ever-resourceful DNR instituted a plan to immunize the
fingerling salmon against the bacteria before planting
them in the northern Michigan streams. No one knows
yet whether this strategy will succeed. This
historical introduction paints the background for my
granddaughters' yearly charter boat trips with Grandpa
searching for the giant feisty salmon. In 1993 we did
not go because no salmon ever arrived off Leland,
Michigan, where we have a summer cottage. Bacteria got
them before they could. In early August 1994, there
were a few large salmon off North Manitou Island
eighteen miles out in Lake Michigan from Leland, and
even larger fish were reported off the western shore of
South Manitou Island twenty-five miles out.
I made a reservation with Jim Munoz on the Carol
Jim is a local teacher and athletic coach during
the winter months. His son was first mate. My
companions were my three granddaughters, a grandson in
law and a granddaughter's boyfriend. I had a picture
of my then one year old great granddaughter in my
pocket for good luck. Her name is Maggie and I hope
one day soon she'll be joining the gang in person. It
was a beautiful sunny northern Michigan afternoon.
There was a light breeze. The temperature hovered
around seventy degrees. The wind was from the West at
ten to fifteen knots per hour. There was an
appreciable chop on the lake surface as we slipped out
of the Leland breakwater about 1:00 pm. We pic ked up
D.
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speed . Spra
the stern ,
ride.
or
ephemera !

, a wbi te churning wake from
the young, an invigorating
Cmy category), security was

first bank, a broad expanse
dred to one hundred twenty
one half miles out from
Leland, I
. la of fishing boats trolling
the waters.
y good lake trout territory.
Jim asked
ished to stop to fish for lake
trout.
ore
be caught but few, if any,
heavier than
They're not great sport
fish.
Tbey 00
fro the depths like dead weights
until they get
e surface where they put up a bit
of a scrap. Or
I want to go out to the western
s ide of South
' to Isl and where some very large king
salmon had been spotted the day before? "Can't we try
for trout for half an hour to give everybody a chance
to catch a fish, and then go out to South Manitou for
the big ones?- • ot enough time for that.
It's either
trout or kings, but not both," responded Jim.
If we went for kings we might catch nothing.
If
we stopped for trout we might catch ten small ones.
Lisa, the oldest granddaughter and therefore perhaps
the most pragmatic, wanted to stop for trout. Robin,
the youngest and therefore perhaps the most
adventurous , wanted to go for salmon. The rest were
noncommitta l. Our guide obviously wanted to go for the
big ones, citing a one thousand dollar prize each month
for the boat that brought in the largest fish (one half
for the catcher, one half for the captain).
It was my
decision because I was paying the bill for the charter.
Decisions, decisions, decisions.
I thought of a very
old story of a young an who had inherited a large
estate in South
erica. He was told that he could
accept his inheritance either in gold or in land, such
as a coffee plantation. He chose the land, but when he
traveled to acoept his inheri tance, he learned that
there bad been an unexpected revolution and that his
i~eritance bad been expropriated.
He was left with a
p~ttance, just enough for his trip back to the states
where gold had al ost do led in value. At the airport
he was told that he had enough cash to go either to New
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York or to San Francisco. He'd never been , to San,
Francisco so he bought a ticket for that c1ty. Wh1le
waiting for his flight, he saw a well-dressed crowd
gather in front of the gate for New York. The plane
was a jumbo jet which took off on time. His plane was
late. It was equivalent to an old DC3. A mot~ey group
boarded it. As the plane flew over the mounta~ns he
looked out of his window and saw the motor on the right
side falloff. The captain advised, "Worry not. We
have a fine motor on our left side. All will be well."
That was true until that motor failed. Again the
captain announced that his company provided for all
exigencies and parachutes would be found under the
seats. Since the seat beside him was empty he had the
choice of two. Which should it be? He took the one
under his seat and prepared to jump. As he cleared the
plane, he pulled the rip cord but the parachute didn't
open. He pulled and pulled but to no avail. He looked
up to the heavens, down to the earth, back to the
heavens and he cried out, "Oh st. Francis, save me!" A
great strong hand reached out of a cloud as he hurdled
by, grabbed him by the collar, and out of the cloud
came a thunderous voice. "Which st. Francis, Xavier or
Assisi?" I made my choice. "Let's go for the big
ones, and if we need help, we'll call on st. Francis."
We sped through the blue water at about thirtyfive miles an hour. The ride was bumpy, the white
spray beautifully glistening in the sunshine. We
passed the crib (a tower and a bell on a rock pile) and
the defunct lighthouse on the southern tip of North
Manitou Island, once the site of farms and orchards,
now a nature preserve. We sped past the sand spit
running out into the lake from the lighthouse. No one
tends the lighthouse now except the seagulls resting on
the end of the spit. We saw several charter boats
trolling along the dropoff where the lake bottom falls
off rapidly and fish tend to congregate, but they had
no fish. We sped on toward South Manitou. After
~wenty m~nutes we approached that sand pile, a small
1sland w1th only a few scrubby trees and no human
habitation.
After we rounded the northern tip of the island
travelling west, the motor slowed to idle speed as Jim
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and bis so
eight fi"",",.L.LI~
line

the lines. There were
ith silver spoons on nylon
tever depth is desired on
downr i~""'''''pound lead balls on wire
or lowered from the stern of
driven reels. The rods are
tips bent toward the water by
ines by the connectors to the
spoons zig and zag through the
behind the boat at the proper
e location of fifty-five degree
· ch salmon prefer, 50 to 70 feet
a hungry fish grabs the lure and
. e is loosened from the downrigger.
e rod flips up into the air for less than
a
its previously bent position. The
fisherperson grabs the rod and prepares to struggle
with the fish if it can be hooked.
Two rods trailed silver spoons on dixie divers
(someti es called Pink Ladies). They are plastic
contraptions which, properly tipped, pull the spoon
down to a depth of about fifteen to twenty feet behind
the trolling boat. The final two rods have lures, held
on the lake surface and away from the boat by
contraptions called planers. Steelhead trout, a
greatly prized game fish, the antithesis of its docile
kin, the laketrout, usually strike these surface lures.
When life grows dull and the sportiest fish are
unobliging, Jim will lower one of the lead balls to a
depth just off bottom for hum drum lake trout.
Thus we
trolled along near the dropoff. My extended family was
lounging on the afterdeck talking, sunning, eating,
drinking 7Up's, Cokes or beer. Trips such as these
strengthen a family's sense of togetherness like
nothing else can.
It was 2:30 pm.
I was sitting in a
deck chair operating y video and 35 rom cameras to
preserve the afternoon's activi ties for posterity, not
bothering to inquire bether posterity would be
~emotely ~nterested:
e boat was a comfortable place
1n the br1ght sunsb1ne and light west wind.
The lake
wa~ deep blue with a continuing mild chop.
The shrill
cr1es of a few gulls overbead inquired whether we had
any food on board for th
Jim could see plenty of
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big but disinterested fish on his fishfinder graph.
One half hour passes--no tip-ups (strikes ) . An hour
passed. still nothing. I worried that I had made the
wrong decision and wondered about the young ~an and st.
Francis. Then there was a great shout. A t1P-up on
the port side! Robin.gr~bbed the rod.
It was h7 r
right since we were f~sh~ng by youth and women f~~st:
She's eighteen and the youngest. She's been my f~sh~ng
partner since she was three and worked on a charter
boat several years ago. As the reel spun and the line
ran out, it was obvious that she had a resP7ctable
salmon. It leaped from the water several t~mes one
hundred yards or more behind the boat. The captain
slowed the speed of the boat, turning in an arc to ease
the strain of the rod, line and fisherwoman.
Gradually
Robin worked the salmon up toward the boat while Jim
and his son worked frantically to keep the other lines
from becoming snarled with the fighting fish.
Now we
could see the fish, a silvery blue color in the deep
blue water. There were a few more desperate lunges and
churning motions on the lake surface. After about
fifteen minutes, Robin led her catch skillfully up to
the boat and a waiting net. The salmon weighed about
nineteen pounds, an excellent catch but not a prize.
At least we had dinner.
Another hour passed. still there were plenty of
fish around at a depth of about fifty-five feet, but
they were not tempted by any of our hardware.
I
concentrated on the rods, on the lines, on the spoons,
anything to change our luck and to transmit great
feelings of hunger to the fish.
Nothing worked. My
frustration level mounted.
It was 4:00 pm.
I had
elected to go for the big ones and all we had to show
for our effort was one medium size fish and four
disappointed fisherpersons.
I had made the wrong
choice. It was all my fault, but I couldn't change the
decision. Then there was another tip-up. Katie
grabbed the rod.
It was her turn, but the fish was
gone. We continued on our course up and down the South
Manitou Island dropoff. Another tip-up. Jim Jr.
grabbed the rod hoping to snag the fish before it left
for other parts. He had it, but by its actions and its
depth, he knew it was lake trout. Katie declined the
rod saying she'd wait for a salmon. Lisa, who had
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~, accepted the chance to
. utes, she had a five pound
wa s 430 pm., a beautiful
I had two young men and
one qr
£ish and no possible prizes
to ake
ey. I had made the wrong
dec ision.
sopped for lake trout on the
first bank.
twenty-five miles rather than
one ile 0 t
er captain had every right to
pull up the
f or Leland to reach the
harbor by 6:
t have been as anxious as I
to catch ano
that at least each of the
girls had 0 e
ade no move to pull in the
lines.
5: 00 p
and went.
I was sitting on the
edge of y sea
trating on fish.
5:10 came and
went. At 5: 5 S
e called, "Tip-up on the starboard
side !M Katie gr bed th e rod. It was obvious she had
a big one.
It eaded north at tremendous speed.
Somebody called , - Back up the boat," but that was
impossible without snagging at least six lines and four
downriggers. The captain turned the boat in an arc
instead. The fish jumped several times making a great
splash each ti e. More jumping and splashing. All of
the extra lines and rods were being retrieved to get
them out of the way . It was 5:30 and the fish, and
Katie, were tiring. Which would win the endurance
contest? The fish came out of the water closer to the
boat.
"Oh my God," I heard one of the young men
exclaim behind me. The fish made a final run. Yard
after yard of line stripped from the reel but Katie
held fast and that was it. She had won the match.
It
came in doc il ely thereafter until it was about ten feet
from the boat's stern. Then another dive, but a
shorter one. It was in the net and finally on top of
the open cold box. It was too big and could barely be
squeezed in. A great silvery hulk weighing almost
thirty pounds.
"I think you've just won the prize for
August, Katie," said Jim Munoz. His words were
prophet ic . I had made the right decision.
I had no
need for st. Francis and had no further decisions to
make.
I thanked Jim for being so patient as we made
ready for the long run home.

wanted to

Richard W. vi Iter

